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for the movie, we have employed a strong marketing mix to create an engagement with movie
consumers. a movie can only be successful when it has a marketing strategy that caters to the
consumers and to the multiple communication channels that are available. in a market as competitive as
india, where content is king, a compelling movie is one that engages, attracts, and keeps the movie
consumer engaged. the content strategy was centered around creating a unique story using brand
association where khan plays a patriotic character who takes on an enemy that threatens national
security. we introduced the idea of vfx in india by hosting the first-ever vfx event with sony computer
entertainment india, and grew the event into a national vfx event with the help of the film and television
institute of india. we then experimented with the twitter and facebook strategy. together with twitter, we
developed a special contest for the movie, which created huge awareness about the movie in the social
media space, while with facebook, we invited fans to become the hosts of a dance party that we staged
at a selective in-film location in chicago. around the time of the release, we asked fans to spread a viral
message of the movie on paper. similarly, during the promotions for ra.one we revealed key information
about the film through an interactive viral campaign, which brought in a lot of online traffic and also
increased the awareness about the movie. we also devised an award-winning activation to celebrate the
reliance foundation for the movie; an award that symbolizes people striving to be the best in a mission
they believe in. our innovation increased ticket sales and publicity. similarly, we played on the
customers' emotions, and in-theater promotions created spontaneous, organic conversations amongst
audience members.
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